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The Golden Knights sweep the Stetson Hatters in men's basketball- p-12

Future
Candidates address campus concerns
by JEFF DETHUIN
Staff writer

Are you undecided about
which presidential ticket best represents the students' voice on campus
issues?
With the elections scheduled
for Feb. 27-28, time is running out
for students to decide who will be
the next UCF
student body
president and
vice president.
Ifere are verbatim excerpts
from interviews
with the candidateson two specific issues to
help students decide:

certain locations throughout campus. They could park at the arena
and ride the bikes to wherever they
need to go.
''The second thing with parking is we want to ensure equal representation on the Parking and Traffic Advisory Committee, which is
the committee that sets the fee for
decals and construction projects and

PARKING

photo/BLOODSWORTH

Rico Brown and Graciela Noriega talk to potential voters,
Dean Treuren and Ali Rivera, on the UCF campus Monday.

UCFPD advises students to
look out for 'unstable' solicitor
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

Intellectual eccentric with a
cause or mentally disturbed trespasser?In the case ofSerge Bourassa
Lacombe, it might depend upon
which campus police information
bulletin you read.
Lacombe, a 38-year-old
French Canadian male, was cited in
a UCF police department on-line
bulletin under the heading BOLO,
meaning "be on the lookout."
An expanded UCFPD bulletin, dated Feb. 15, states:
"He wi11 attempt to solicit
money for a foundation in his name
to claim freedom for all persons
subjected to mental incarceration.
He was last seen wearing aredjacket
with a symbol of a bear in thecenter,
blue tights (motorcycle pants). Unkempt appearance. Maybe riding a
bicycle."
An Florida Atlantic University police officer, who wished to
remain un'named, described
• Lacombe as intelligent and perhaps
eccentric. "He's definitely not anyone to worry about," the officer
r.:

said.

According to the officer,

Frank Amoros:
"With parking,
we have three
main ways to attack the parking problem. The first
one would be the temporary solution to alleviate parking with our
, bicycle program. We want to have
free student use ofbicycles throughout the campus in cooperation with
the UCFPD and we can have that
done by the fall semester. That is
something we are working on right
now. We are talking with the chief
of police, and that can definitely be
done by fall. Students could show
their ID and check out bikes from

Lacombe came onto the FAU campus Feb. 15 and distributed copies
ofletters he had written to Canadian
Prime Minister Jean Chretian protesting the treatment of the mentally
ill.
Det. Sgt. Randy Mingo,
UCFPD, said he received afax from
the FAU administration following Lacombe's visit. According to
Mingo, theFAU representativew~
concerned because Lacombe said
he was headed to UCF. Mingo said
Lacombe attended a veterinary
school in Montreal, Canada, and
had a dispute with one ofhis professors. Mingo said Lacombe apparently became distraught and subsequently spent time in a mental institution.
Coincidentally, Mingo said
Lacombe shares the same name as
another man who became disgruntled while attending a Canadian university and coinmitted murder. Mingo said Lacombe, who
trespassed the FAU campus, is said
to frequently mention the fact that
the murderer and he share the same
name.
Mingo said if Lacombe appears on the UCF campus, the
UCFPD should be alerted.

temporary parking lots. Currently,
there are only two students. Two out
of six or seven, I believe, is the total
membership of that committee. We
want to make it equal so the student
voice is empowered.
- ''The third thing is we want to
work for a temporary shuttle service. The UCF master plan calls for
eventuallyhavingafull-timeshuttle
service on campus. In the meantime, with all the construction going
on, I feel it is necessary for some-

see CANDIDATES, page 3

SGAspends
over $20,000
for new Ford
by JENNIFER LUPO
Contributing writer

photo/WHITTIER

Arboretum volunteers weather the cold Saturday.
Front row: Carlie Hare, Ben Gugliotti, Jolie Kehoe, Lee
Vines, Phil Jump and. Dr. Hank Whittier. Second row:
John Sloane and Boyd Blihovde.
News
Opinion
Classifieds

• Catholic school girls role the stage-F-1

thing temporary so it will help alleviate the parking problems for the
students."
Rico Brown: "The wall has been
beaten so many times with Student
Government, I think it's time for us
to realize that we can't do anything.
Our plan is to initiate a plan to have
parking at the arena. Chief
Purkiewicz says there are 650 spaces
available at any
time during the
day, but who
wants to park at
the arena and
walk to their
class? We want
to start a shuttle
bus from the
arena to behind
the Student Center, similar to the
Pegabus system
we used to have.
The Pegabus
was cost ineffective because it
circled the campus. What we want
to do is get half the size of that bus,
like a smaller bus that you might see
downtown, and run that from the
arena directly to behind the Student
Center, and that will be its path.
"In the future plans of the
university, the university has a
schedule for a shuttlebus system.
So, there is no need for us really
. getting anything heavy for our term

Features

During the past fiscal year,
the UCF Student Government budgeted $30,000 for the purchase of
two new vehicles.
Undertheallocation, $15,000
was set aside for a new van and
$15,000 was set aside to replace the
SG president's Chevrolet Caprice.
''First, we looked at a new
Caprice, but those were $24,000,"
SG President Miguel Torregrosa
said. ''Then we looked at a Crown
Victoria, like Dr. Hitt drives, but
those cost $38,000. Next we looked
at the Lincoln Towncar and decided
that was out of the question. So, we
put a bid out on a Jeep Cherokee and
the Ford Explorer came back."
· The vehicles must be purchased from a state approved dealer
through a bidding system.
Torregrosa explained that in-

sea EXPLORER, page 3
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looking fort.Ar. Write?
M::Et rrEanCFF at KelEg!' s Pizzeria

every s.rd¥ at 7 p.m.
•
Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

•

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI

•

Internet Sponsor of The Central Florida Future Web Page:
check it out at 1111• http ://www .gdi .net/cff Jeff.html

•
•

•

In Memory of
James William Younger
9-10-73 - 2-23-95

A special thanks to our son's many friends, students at U.C.F., the
residents and his roommates in Building 68 at the Lake Claire
Apartments, the SEP's, the Student Government, the U.C.F. Police
Department, a,nd to the Anonymous Professor who started the SEP
of the Year Award in James' honor. May God Bless You All.

•
•

James, our precious son and brother, you remain in our hearts
forever. We love and miss you.

•

Mom, Dad, Kathy and Dave

•

•
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Candidates share tomonow's solutions for today's problems

Amoros has more success with
parking than most students

semester."
ting funding out to clubs and organizaRico Brown: "It is my intent to work tions. Whenyou'vegotontheaverage
in office. The parking garage is with the senate to increase dubs. The of say, 25 members out of over 150
scheduled to begin construction in thingthatmakesmehighlyupsetisthe clubs and organizations on campus,
June of this year. We have no con- Senate will constantly cut an organi- thosepeopleandthoseclubsarereally by JASON LEWIS
the time periods in which Amoros
trol. My only thing with parking zation, but you don't see any senators the ones that have the most to benefit Contributing writer
was supposedly attending business
decal fees is I will not vote for an attendingtheseevents. Theywillsay, from student government by being
and parking his car in the SGA
increase until construction has be- 'What was your population? What active in those clubs. And the more
During the month of Septem- vehicle spot, were not available for
gun. Also, we want to initiate a was you attendance at these events?' funding that we can get to them, the ber, 1995,SGA VicePresidentFrank review.
bicycle program so students that You'reaskingthequestion-wereyou more activity and services fees I think Amoros was issued six parking tick''The log book has been lost
for
two
months and has just recently
live in the immediate area can use there?
will reach the students.
ets in a 21-day-period totaling $180.
bicycles. Right now, the police debeen
found,"
said SGA President
"If we can get senators to start
''I am definitely in favor of
Amoros received the tickets
partment impounds 150 bicycles per doing their job and stay out of execu- giving more to the clubs and organiza- in a 24-hour reserved spot located Miguel Torregrosa.
semester; and what we usual) y do is tive business and do the legislative tions. Right now, it's kind of a small behind the Student Center.
Amoros said after receiving
auction those bicycles off. I figure business of representing clubs and _ percentage ~at gets to clubs and orgaAmoros received his first the first ticket for parking in the
instead of auctioning them off, we organizations, they will be able to nizations-about$150,000,roughly, ticket on Sept. 7, 1995. Five more _SGA vehicle spot, he continued to
can refurbish them and rent them to understand why it was so hard to get on the annual budget that gets to clubs tickets were issued in the next three park illegally because SGA had
students."
people to attend these events. But, and orgariizations, out of the $4.5 weeks for the same offense. Amoros made an agreement with parking
Mike Hess: "One of the things that they will understand the few that at- million. And then in the Senate Work- appealed his citations to the parking services about parking personal cars
is in my platfonn is to reduce the tended really enjoyed it It kind of ing Fund, we've got about $100,000 and appeals committee. His appeal in the reserved space.
Carpenter said the issue of the
cost of on-campus housing student upsetsmethatwehaveasurplusatthe that ge~ out to clubs and organiza- was denied. He then· went to the
parking decals by at least 50 per- end of the year that we put into an lions.And.really, whenyoulookatthe director of parking services, Ina SGA parking spot was not discussed
cent. We have over 2,000 students account to gain interest on, but they overall amount -the $4:5 million we Carpenter, who waived the tickets. until after Amoros' appeal was delivfog on campus.. If you live at Lake have the nerve to cut
ha:ve every year - that's really not as
According to Carpenter, nied.
''The idea Of a hang tag and
Claire, or in if you live in Greek
"Aprimeexalripleistwoweeks much as it could be or should be. So, Amoros' explanation was that he
P¥k, you keep your car there, pay ago. The clubs and organizations were I'm definitely in favor of trying to get was using the vehicle located in the the use of the spot wasn't discussed
less for a decal and ride your bike to told they could not have shirts, but more out to the clubs and organiza- reserved 24-hour zone for "official - until after Frank's appeal failed,"
school or walk to school. That would then the senate went ahead and bought tions, andI think the more knowledge- business." He said that left the spot Carpenter said.
"I've parked my car on some
free up a lot of spaces. I mean, the themselves shirts. The senate is there able clubs are about ho\\' to go about vacant for Amoros' personal vemaximum it could save is about to represent the clubs and organiza- getting funding, the more they would 'hicle. This was done, according to of the occasions in the other spots
2,000 spaces, which would be quite tions, and if they are not willing to be able to get the funding. So, I would Amoros, to save an open parking located up front for SGA," Amoros
said.
a bit. Then it also, at the same time, work with me, then I am not afraid to have a cabinetmembetgo to the clubs spot for another student.
According to Montel Watson,
would benefit those students by their use my veto JJ9Wer."
andorganizationsmeetings,andmake
Carpenter said if in fact
not hav~ng to pay as much for their Mike Hess: 'Tue student body presi- surethey'reawarewhatisavailableto Amoros was using the official coordinator of administrative serparking spaces."
dent bas quite an influence over get- them through student government"
SGA vehicle, leaving the spot open vicesforSGA, 'Theonly SGAspace
Funding for Clubs and Organifor his car, it was a valid excuse. If located in front of the Student Cenzations
Amoros was not on SGA busi- ter is the marked one. No other
Frank Amoros: "As far as the proness, then the excuse would not be vehicles of SGA should be parked
there."
cess of allocating funds, that provalid.
cess could definitely use some modiA memo dated Jan. 23, 1996,
''When we excused Frank's
fication. Maybe we could start the
tickets, we didn' tthink it was neces~ from Amoros to the parking advifunding process a little bit earlier. I
sary to check his class schedµle to sory committee states:
would like to see, and assist, every
- "We are aware that there is a
see if the tickets and his schedule
In response to the charges,
by JEFF DETHUIN
club that asks for funding get all the
coincide because of who he was," parking problem here on campus,
Staff writer
Brown sent memoranda back to
money that they can, because if you
said Carpenter. "In looking back, so here is a small step to alleviate the
the Attorney General stating: the
·1ook at the numbers, there i$ no
we should have looked up his class problem. When an SG employee
On November 11, 1994, then senators had told him in confireason why any club or organizauses a state vehicle they must find
schedule."
Attorney General Keisha Bell sent dence they had-paid their fines, the
tion should not be funded fully what
According to Section ID, Ar- parking for their own vehicle. To
three letters of. non-~ompliance to ElectionCommissionerwa5schedthey ask for. It is very important to
ticle 5 of the parking and traffic increase the amount of empty parkthen Chief Justice Rico Brown.
uled to be sworn in and the open
spend the funds generated by the
manual, the space in ques-· ing spots I make this recommendaviolations
The lett~rs alleged that hearing was actually scheduled by
activity service fee and to give back
tion
is
only
reserved for registered tion to the committee: That the users
Brown had sworn in several sena- a dean.
as much as possible to the students.
.
service
vehicles.
Any other vehicles of SGA state vehicles park their
tors before they had paid their .
Althoughaninvestigationwas
This is $6.95 that they pay per credit · post~ election fines, that the "Oath ordered, Brown was cleared by a 47will be ticketed at the owners' ex- own cars in the SG spaces so that
hour. I'd like to see the students
students have more parking availpense.
of Office" was not administered to 3 vote from the Senate.
benefit and get as much out of it as
able."
The
vehicle
log
records,
for
an area Election Commissioner and
'There were three yes votespossible. Iftheir money is not being
that the Council conducted an open fo~ all three charges out of 50 senaGovemment trades in Caprice for Explorer
spent, it's just going to sit there and
hearing on matters concerning in- tors," Brown said. '1 knew those
it's going to revert back to the next
dividual violations or university three senators all along were going
from EXPLORER, page 1
year; and then, the students who
the ~iate, we wanted to show SG in
regulations which required disci- to vote yes. Forty-seven senators
graduate this year will not benefit
a
good light."
stead of buying a new van, which is
plinary recommendations.
said it was wrong."
from the money they paid the past
The base price for the Ex·used by clubs and organizations for ·
plorer
was $19,394. Added options
trips and conferences, SG would put
equalled
$2,077 with the total price
$6,000 toward a new engine in one of
amounting
to $21,471.
the old vans. The remaining $9,000
Night ••.
In a memo dated Jan. 11, SG
would be transferroo over for the puraccounted for.each of the additional
chase of the Ford Explorer.
Torregrosa explained that the options chosen including power
~uarter
Caprice had broken down a number steering to reduce fatigue on long
of times and was still dented from trips, rain shields to limit air condi-the hailstonn of 1992.
tioner usage, daytime running lights
Mo!\day
••• 9 to H: Mldnlte
He said they decided on a as an addect safety feature and a
Ford Explorer because, ''With all black and gold paint job to promote
the different trips we take around school spirit.
from CANDIDATES, page 1

.

Impeachment against
Brown without basis
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Levensohn's philosophy earns respect of students
Levensohnsaidhewasattracted
to the warm climate while visiting
Aoridain the early 1960s. As for what
has kept him here beyond his initial
plans, he said smiling, "A body at rest
remains at rest The people (faculty,
staff and students) are all very kind. I
have beev able to shift, develop and
grow along with the campus."
And, growing is something im-

Sentine/plans

new medium

Derek Holland, junior, has
been with Levensohn through
three- courses. Holland said he
looks at the philosophy guru as
more than a professor. He said,
"He (Levensohn) sometimes feels
like a dad to me. His office door is
always open. He knows how to
get through, how to really teach.
But, be' s also cool and makes you

"He got me on track, took me under
his wing and made a difference in
my life. He's not only my professor, by DORIS BLOODSWORIB
If you are bored with statistics
~t. news editor
he's my friend."
or burned out with math, perhaps you
Levensohn said he does not
could change the pace by taldng a
think of himself as profound or
Within the week, some 4,000
philosophy class - with Dr. Stephen
unique as an educator, but that he homes will become part of The OrLevensohn.
has lived long enough to have lando Sentinel and Time-Warner
some wisdom.
Students-and there are many
Cable system's interactive television
- who have taken more than one
He said, "I am always sur- experiment;accordingtoSentinelediclass with Levensohn, basically
prised when a student remem- tor John Haile
say the same thing: He is anything
bers me! However, I have
Participantswillbeabletocombut boring and will keep your
reached a point where I can bine aspects of television, computers
mind in high gear.
answer some questions such as and newspapers. Haile described a
''Hereallymakesyouthink
'What is life?' Lifeis what each scenario in which customers could
-that's what you' re supposed to
of us does with our own exist- click onto The Sentinel's on-lineCalence."
endar section, click onto the movie of
do in a philosophy class," said
When he is not on cam- their choice and then be able to see a
Tami Schwartz, a senior health
management major. Schwartz has
pus, Levensohn takes pleasure trailer for that movie.
taken four courses with
in spending time with his wife
Haile predicts a new medium
Levensohn.
Kate, a licensed hypnotherapist; will emerge; a prediction The Sentinel
''His classes have helped
his new granddaughter Isabella has banked upon heavily. During the
me to help myself by exploring
and with Mr. Brown, his dog. · past year, thenewspaperliired40new
and expanding my critical think"Kate has a gre~t capac- employees, all related to expanding
ing skills while still having some
ity for kindness: I have great electronic news coverage.
fun. And, while he wants you to go
joyinhercompany,"Levensohn
Inadditiontopublishingadaily
newspaper, TheSentinelpublishesan
said.
to him with problems, he doesn't
give you the answers; he makes
In addition to teaching on-line newspaper and conducts an
you wo* at it," Schwartz said.
courses on the Orlando and Day- on-line service. The newspaper enAfter-27 years on campus,
tona campuses, Levensohn has tered into an agreement with Channel
Levensohn often reflects upon
a weekly radio course on Prac- 9 to broadcast stories live from the
photo/HUMPHREY
ti.mes when the number of buildti cal Wisdom.
newsroom of the paper.
Dr. Levensohn shares time after class with two of his students.
ings on campus, as well as the
/
His television shqw on
Hailesmiledandsaidhewould
number of students in classrooms, portant to him personally, as well as want to go to his class; and if Ethics, recorded about five years _ neither confinn nor deny that The
-wasmuchsmaller-atimewhenthe for his students. With three degrees you're in a class, you're going to ago, continues to air periodically Sentinel will soon launch a 24-hour
university was known by another and more than 30 years of teaching learn."
on local stations.
news broadcast, similar to CNN.
name.
behindhim,Levensohnsaidatage64,
Holland said he thinks
''When I first arrived at Aorida he still has a need to grow and learn. Levensohn is profound in his teach- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Technological University in 1969, I
"Learning doesn't end with ing methods and overall attitude.
"I thought college was supposed to be fun?"
thoughtlwouldstaymaybetwoyears adegree. That'sjustajumpingoff Holland said long after he leaves
or so," Levensohn said. "I had no place. When I get to a stopping - UCF, he will remember Levensohn.
definite plans other than to live near point, I create a new program," he
"He's been helping me since
Are you Experiencing:
the ocean and teach."
said.
I was a freshman," Holland said.
by LINDA HUMPHREY

Contributing writer

VOUR OPINION
IS WORTH C!A SH I
Hancock Information_Group,a market
research firm in Longwood, needs
individuals to discuss different products
and services in vatjous focus groups.
These groups allow you to have a "saY"
and actually make a difference in the
products and services used by everyone.
You are never the target of a sales
pitch. We simply need your opinions
and you are always paid for your
participation. It's a great way to earn
~ C!ASH! To make your opinions
count, please call Armando Ayala
today:
(407) 682-7460 x 148

Depression Poor Grades Test Anxiety Relationship Problems
Academic Pressure Social Isolation Poor Self Image
Poor Self Confidence Parent Pressure Eating or Sleeping Problems

Dr. George Schulz has been providing confidential
counseling services for over 15 years. As a clinical and
school psychologist he is well aware of the pressures
associated with maint~ning good grades, making and
keeping relationships·, and making career decisions.
Flexible Appointment Hours Available:
George Schulz Ph.D
University Oaks
11875 High Tech Ave. Suite 200
Orlando, Florida 32817
407 384-6018
(located behind the Holiday Inn, off of University Blvd.)

"Sometimes we

l

need someone to talk to."
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Until Robots replace Humans
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your plasma will always be needed
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·-· · DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLli.SMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA \OU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in 'shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

•

*Protect against infection
•Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate y>u for your time when giving the gift of lie"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, i=L
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Ulcer sufferers beware
•

Miguel Torregrossa
SG President
D Torregrossa
responds to stories
which questioned
SG's spending habits.

•

•

•

Fro~,"Spending procedures
ovelooked in use ofpresidential discretionary fund,""Feb. 13, 1996
Ms. Lupo having worked before for Student Government should
have been aware of budget categories and names. The first error in her
article is her renaming the Projects
Account to that of the "Discretionary Fund." This account contains
money that is to be used for advertising, travel, dues, for professional
organizations (Chamber of
Commerce,etc.) and for special
projects.
Ms. Lupo should have also
known that SG has given money
(Activity and Service Fee) numerous times over the past decade to
fraternities and sororities. These
organizations are recognized student organizations. Within the annual ASF budget, they are represented by the Greek Council which
receives direct allocation. The Greek
Council is comprised of all Greeks,
Anglo and Black Fraternities and
Sororities (IFC, Panhellenic and
National Panhellenic).
Ms. Lupo then proceeds in
her article to blatantly misquote me
by saying, '"It may be illegal and it
may be unethical,' he said. 'It's in
that gray area."'
What I said to Ms. Lupo upon
her questioning me about the ads
that were placed in the two fraternity magazines was this: In consultation with (then attorney general)

Nikki Penne, she assured me it was
legal and that we were in no way
breaking Florida statutes. I did not
think that it was an unethical purchase. That would be up to an Ethics
Board to decide. To me, that is a
gray area.
Next, was the fact that Ms.
Lupo stated that I disputed with
what my vice president said was
done with the tickets for Gator
Growl. I had indeed given consent
to purchase the tickets for the event,
in order for both SG and Campus
Activity Board members to benefit
from insight as to how our sister
university runs its Homecoming
Concert. My approval appears in
the form of my signature authorizing. our (SGA's) Finance Pepartment to purchase the tickets.
The last error in Ms. Lupo's
article was the mention that an
expendature for a business meeting
in August did not follow purchasing
procedure. The expense that occured
during this meeting was done in the
form of a reimbursement which by
all means does follow purchasing
procedure.
''UCF Student Government
spendingquestioned'',Feb.15, 1996
Mr. Chabus has one error in
his article, which occurs during the
last paragraph. The Student Body
President does not give both groups
(CAB and 0-Team) shirts for their
services. I have never given CAB
nor the 0-Team shirts. In the past, a
couple Student Body Presidents
have given the 0-Team funding for
shirts. This past summer the Interim
Student Body President, Mr.
Michael Hess, did give the 0-Team
shirts.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-~ail: cffuture@gdi.net
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English is like a box of chocolates
• If you're an Editor,
you never know
what you might get.
Writer's Note/Preface: The
following column was written well
before I took the position of copy
editor of this newspaper, so there
will be numerous inconsistencies in
the body of the work, which means
that it won't be all that differentfrom
my regular columns. Enjoy.
If you were to read some of
my more recent columns and compare them to my earlier articles, you
would notice that the newer ones
lack the spry, clever, witty, brilliant
edge that was present in my first
works.I'venoticedthistoo. To make
up for this drab, dull, bland, lackluster, insipid turn of events, I've started
using a thesaurus. An extremely
large, extensive, multi-volume, immense, monstrous thesaurus.
While I thumbed through the
thesaurus, which, by the way, has
no synonyms for the word "thesaurus," I suddenly became aware of
how complicated the English language is. There are thousands of
intricate rules and regulations that
must be followed: You've gotto use
words in their proper context. Some
words must be capitalized. Some
words have to be hyphenated. Some
words are supposed to have funny
looking marks over certain letters.
As you probably know, grammar is
a nightmare.
Then the frightening thought
hit me: I write articles that are read
by as many as 10,000 people each
week (give or take 10,000), but I'm
not sure if I could point out an
infinitive or a participle phrase in
any given sentence. And, if I correctly recall from my high school
writing classes, the English language
is full of parts of speech such as
those. (gerunds, modifiers, adverbs,
carburetors, etc.)
But that's why we have editors. Editors have the arduous task

ofsifting through thousands of words
per week, making sure that all the
dependent clauses, prepositional
phrases and piston rods are in their
proper places. To give you an idea
of how much my fellow writers and
I owe to our editors, I will ask Pat not
to revise the conclusion of this paragraph and leave it as is: That show
how bad me grammar be. Editor
good now.

I'm not ~re if I could
point out an infinitive
or a participle phrase
in any sentence. And,
the English language
is full of parts of
speech such as
those. (gerunds,
modifiers, adverbs,
carburetors, etc.)
(Editor's Note: Do you know
how hard it is for me to leave that
alone?!? Ouch!?!)
Ha! Ha! That was just a little
grammar joke. Actually, even
though I have no idea where my
coordinating conjunctions are, poor
grammar really bugs me, and no
placeisbadgrammarmorerampant
than in used car classified ads. For
example, no matter which newspaper you pick up, if someone mentions how the car they're selling
runs, it will "run good." There could
be a guy with half a dozen Pulitzer
Prizes mounted on his wall and his
car would "run good" also. I find
this EX1REMELY annoying.
Please, if you are looking to
sell a used car in the next couple of
decades, be sure to say that your car
runs well, or runs great, or runs like

a one-legged sloth, but DON'T say
that it runs GOOD! That's not proper
English! AAAhhh!
(Editor's Note: He's actually
shouting now.)
I'm okay. Another of my
grammatical pet-peeves is the practice of replacing letters of words
with apostrophes. No, I don't mean
contractions. I'm all for contractions (I'm often seen at pro-contraction rallies). I'm talking about like
when someone says they're "goin'
out for dinner." Sure, that's fine in
speech and quotations, but in normal writing it has no place. Take for
example the magazine Fishin' and
Huntin '.What's the deal there? Why
couldn't they complete the words?
What, are there no "g" keys on their
keyboards? AAAhhh!
(Editor's Note: We're seriously considering givif!.g Dave some
tranquilizers.)
I'm sorry. Anyway, since
English is our national ianguage
(Unless that bill gets through Congress that would change the national language i,nto semaphore
code), we should all know how to
use the English language properly,
but it is inevitable that there will be
some people whose cars still run
"good." And it is also inevitable
that, since I wrote a column on
grammar, there will be some Language professor or English major
who will give me a hassle on some
minor, hardly noteworthy, teensy
weensy, barely noticeable eror.
*Hey Look! An Interactive
Columnist! E-mail me at
david.swartz@outdoor.com and
help me pretend that I have friends!
Yeah, I know "eror" is spelled
wrong. It's a joke. See, I was talking
about a small grammar mistake
and then, for irony, l...oh, never
mind.

A Contpltte Exam & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

I'd like you to come in :md get
:icquainlL·d \\'ith your

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very1 comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4/31 /96

11L'\\'

dentist

mu/

save a fc\\'

dollars.

SI

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DE.NTAL

Certified: Implant Prosthetics: Member:
American Dental Association, Academy ol
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Denhstry, Flonda
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society: Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST
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11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando
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NEW OVIEDO OFFICE
IFYOUCANREAD
THISYOUPROBABLY
DON'TNEEDOURHELP

Alfred S.]olson, MD.
Ophthalmologist
OPTICAL SHOP
ON PREMISES

EYE EXAMS

647-7227
PARTICIPANT OF MOST MAJOR INSURANCE PLANS

Oviedo

Winter Park

110 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Tues. & Thurs. -

Disney is going to extremes to throw the
Spring Break Part~:

·.;,_,_

,;

•Por $26 scream all day in. any one Disney Theme Park,
groove ail. night FREE a'.t· .,P1eas'Ur-e Isl~d ! It's seve.ri
outrageous nightclubs, a ' wild street :party and a countdown
to New Year's Eve with confetti and fireworks at midnight •
• Optional Disney' ~ater Pa:rk ticke~ only $10.

one coupon
per customer

F•

•Tickets available at Disney.

15% OFF

•Special offer for groups of 10

ALL products

•Net Ultimate Spring Break
info on the worldwide web at
~ www.disneyworld.com then click
on special events.

one coupon
per customer

long hair extra
one coupon
per customer

Suncrest Center
10071 University Blvd.
Orlandom FL 32817
679-6766
M-F 9-8 S 9-6 S 12-5

COST CUTTllS•
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(FAMILY HAIR CARE)
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by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic
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•·

You remember them from
school. That hyper-active gawky
girl who rebelled as a teenager
and turned out to be smarter than
any of us. The goody-two-shoes
who had everything money could
buy. The girl with more brothers
and sisters than you could ever
count and plenty of trouble with
her father.
Back from fourth grade,
these grammar school ghosts appear in Civic Theatre's Second
Stage production of Cathoiic
School Girls, complete with bad
uniforms, second best friends and
drill seargant teachers from hell.
For "public school refugees," it's
like Cliffs Notes on growing up
with teachers all named Mary; for
those who lived it, a hysterical
peek at your first grade class photo
come to life.
A silly eight-year romp
through St. George's school in
Yonkers, Catholic School Girls
begins in 1962, following four
friends (friends, that is, except
when they aren't speaking to each
other) through the mysteries of
life and Christianity. We are
treated to all the significant aspects of their lives, like Maria
Theresa Russo's Diana Ross impression, Wanda's passion for gogo boots and Elizabeth's first-

grade insight on mortal sin.
The actresses playing the
kids also double as their teachers,
with nothing but hairstyle changes
and lots of attitude. Sister Mary
Agnes is the absent-minded biddy,
always talking to her dead husband, while Sister Mary Lucille
rules the class with tough
"loveansults and comments like
"please try to rise to the occasion
or get out."
While the nuns may work
the Catholic school stereotypes
for laughs, the characters of the
four students generally come
across as real people, thanks to a
creative and well-written script, a
personal touch from director Ellen
Jones and thoughtful characterizations by the ca.st.
Christine Robison leads as
Elizabeth, who can't quite figure
out why she keeps hearing that
Jesus was a Jew. Robison has perfected the physical humor of being a first-grader, from constant
fidgeting with her skirt to walking
like she has to use the bathroom.
Yet her performance is just as
strong as the doubting rebel in
eighth grade, or as the scary Sister
M;iry Thomasina. Robison' s
monologues stand out as the most
well-crafted and engaging in the
show.
Another high point in the
play is J.E. Patton's portrayal of
Maria Theresa Russo, a great mix

WEEKEND

Mo¥ i e

CONCERTS

Guide

Thursday

(22)

Vonra'
at The Mill
Average Joe
at Sloppy Joi='s
Gumwrapper Curb
at Jani Lane's

Friday
23
LOCAL MUSIC SHOWCASE
at THE WILD PIZZA

doors open at 8
LYME
GUMWRAPPER CURB
SHOCK LIZARD
Saturday (24)
David Schweitzer
at The Mill
Think Tank
w/ Violent Mind Gallery
at UV
So Be Blue
at Sapphire

Sunday the 25th
Bug head
at Sloppy Joe's
Rubber Bullet
at UV
Houseshakers
at Sapphire

Regal Cinema 7
(277-1454) .
(FRI-SUN)
Rumble in the Bronx (R) ·
1:20,3:20,5:20, 7:30, 9:40
The furor (R) ,
7,9:15
Black Sheep (PG-13)
1:30,4
Mmy Reilly (R)
1,3:15,5:30, 7:45,10
Broken Arrow (R)
1,3:15,5:30, 7:45,10
Mr. Holland's Opus (PG)
1,4,7,10
Happy Gilmore (PG-13)
1:30,3:30,5:30, 7:30, 9:30
Muppet T.I. (G)
1,3:05,5:10, 7:15,9:20
Enzian Theater
(644-4662)
AMC Fashion Village 8
896-7688
GC at Fashion Square
(895-1029)
GC at Colonial Promenade
(898-7707)
Team CFF Cinema 69
(823-6969)
Spring Daddy Gets Sprung (X)

of down-on-her-luck nice girl and
sarcastic New Yorker. Also an
excellent physical comedian,
Patton plays everything with her
face, ranging from silent laughter
when someone else gets in trouble

to the please-don't-call-on-me
look just before a math quiz.
Becky Fisher and Anitra
Pritchard, as do-gooder and the
smart aleck, respectively, round
out the cast. Both seem more at

Catholic School Girls stars (clockwise from b. left) Anitra J.
Pritchard, Christine Robison, J.E. Patton and Becky Fisher.

I

home in their roles as the eighth
grade teachers than portraying students. When Leneil Bottoms pops
up at intermission as the wacky
Sister Rose Gertrude, you may
just feel like you're back in Sunday School again.
The classroom set of Catholic School Girls is as familiar as
cafeteria food, with its checkerboard pastel tile, cheap-looking
globe and that ever-present cart
for the record player. Student
desks sit in the corners of the stage,
letting each character can play up
to a different part of the audience.
The small cast makes this comedy
a natural choice for Second Stage's
intimate space, and Jones has
staged the play to maximize the
connection between audience
members and actors.
Catholic School Girls has a
lot less B-movie campiness than
the title implies. While the play
certainly pokes fun at 1960' s religious education, it spends more
fun laughing at something we all
remember: the disasters, milestones and general wackiness of
growing up. This play is a terrific
cure for a long, hard day; go prepared to laugh your bobby socks
off. Catholic School Girls is currently playin'g at the Civic
Theatre's Second Stage, and its
run has just been extended through
March 17. For additional information, please call 896-7365.
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Roger Waters
Amused To Death

1992/Columbia

,,

Someone once asked me to
mentally put togetheralist ofpeople
who would make up the angriest,
darkest, most angst-ridden band
ever assembled. My responses included Henry Rollins, TrentReznor
and Pink Floyd's absentee bass/
vocalist Roger Waters. During the
final years of his career with Pink
Floyd (1967-1983), Waters com- .
posed their magnum opus The Wall,
and the commercially unsuccessful (but outstanding) The Final Cut.
Amused To Death is the third of
Waters' soloalbumssincethattime.
Amused To Death is a brilliant concept record dealing with
the desensitization of the ·media,
loss of individualism in the grand
scheme and the injustices we deal
out to our fellow man. Pretty heavy
stuff. The record contains fourteen
tracks that run together, providing
a· sense of continuity and flow.
There are many distinct melodies,
far more than his previous solo
efforts, and (true to Pink Floyd
fonn) they all reappear periodically throughout the album. Waters gives us the mandatory jabs at
his fonner Floyd bandmates as well
(" .. .it was the greatest show on
earth, but then it was over... ").
People looking for intelligent, ·personally relevant content
and topics (something that is becoming progressively more difficult to find today) should ·really
enjoy this album. The cover is chillingly sinister, a monkey glued intently to a television (de-evolution ?). Waters writes about the ignorance of race hatred, every country doing their killing in the name
ofGod, Westemculture'smodemiz.ation of the world (" ... the Dead ·
Sea is alive with rap ... "), and the
motivation of every action taken in
the world today as being solely
political or economical in nature
with no concern for fellow man.

Whew!
It is difficult to take one song
out of its context to describe, but
the title track (which closes the
album) is a great example of Waters' appreciation of irony. The lyrics are told from the perspective of
anthropologists of an alien race
who find the Earth an empty, dead
planet and try to piece together
what brought about the demise of
the race that lived there. It seems
they amused themselves to death.
For a chance to re-examine your
attitudes, biases and prejudices,
have a listen to this one. A
Aaron Strickland
(~~isrc.td.ai.I)

Flash
Flash
1972/Capitol
(CD 1994/0ne Way) · ·

A trait common to die hard
fans of ~y band is that they will
always rriake an effort to procure
whatever other recordings were
made by members ofthat band (solo
albums, side projects, producing
credits). Anyone familiar with theearly days of the band Yes will
recognize the name Flash. The brainchild of guitarist Peter Banks and
organist .Tony Kaye, Flash was
formed after Yes politely gave them
their pink slips in 1971. Flash was
ultimately doomed to collapse after
just three albums and a compilation.
Critics of the band deemed
their music not up to par with the
experimentalJorms being explored
by many of their peer progressive
bands. I'll have to agree that this
record certainly shows the writing
core of Yes was not Banks and
_Kaye. The basic sound is similar to
their previous work; melodic bass
lines, complex meter&, blisteringly
speedy guitars, the ever-present organ and a tight drum sound. Perhaps
Flash's demise was due in part to
attempts to re-create the past rather
than to forge ahead. This is a record
ofreally outstanding musicians who
just don'thave the writing skills for
interesting material that justifies repeated 1istenings.
The record contains five
songs, ranging in time from about
five to thirteen minutes. The opening track, ironically titled "Small
Beginnings" is the only one I want
to mention individually because it is
the only one I found interesting in its
entirety.
For fans of the first two Yes
albums, this record is a pretty good
example of the direction the Yes
sound might have taken had Banks
and Kaye remained. This band may
have carved the tiniest niche ofall in
prog-rock history, but they get an A
for effort. Unfortunately, they also
get an F for not breaking any new
ground. C ·
Aaron Strickland
-The Cult
Love

1985/Sire
The Cult was partofageneration of British alternative bands that
included Bauhaus, The Smiths and
The Cure. Before they got cheesy
and started trying to sound like AC/
DC (Electric) and Bon Jovi (Ceremony), they produced an amazing
album called Love. Unfortunately,
The Cult never again produced an
album so powerful and moving.
The liner notes say Love has

been hailed as "one of the most
compelling and innovative works
ofthe' 80s." This sounds like hype,
but it's not. Almost everyone I
know has this album, no matter
what their musical tastes. That's
how good it is. It appeals to everyone from indy-rockers to metal
heads.
It usually takes more than
darkly poetic lyrics and a good
melody for me to like a piece of
music, but it's done so well here, I
can't help but love it.
Among the best songs are;
''Rain," thePinkFloydian ''Brother
. Wolf, Sister Moon" and the beautifully depressing "Revolution."
~e crown jewel however,
is "~he Sells Sanctuary." The entire album seems built around this
bittersweet masterjJiece. The song
contains several different layers of
beautiful guitar paits, giving the
song a very big, meiodic feel which
must be heard to be understood.
This album is so good it
should come with a money-back
guarantee, but J can·only beg you
to buy it. You won't be sorry. A
Scott Hamrick

Ozric Tentacles
Arborescence

.1994/Dovetail/IRS
Ozric Tentacles holds the
unique distinction of attracting an
_unusual group of fans: ravers,
Deadheads and prog-rockers. This
unlikelymixistheresultofahighly
originai brand of music~
Ozric Tentacles create a
spacy, all-instrumental soundscape
using guitar, bass, drums, flutes
and lots ofsynthesizers. The synths
create an ambient atmosphere full
ofcrickets, birds, weird little noises
and, of course, music. On many
songs, like the title track, the other
instruments seem like an after
thought.
The first song, "Astro Cortex," is racy and is one of the few
songs which is driven mostly by
the guitar, with synths bubbling in
the background.
"Al Salooq" has a distinctively Middle Eastern feel with a
lively guitar line and jabbering
voices in the background, creating
the atmosphere of a busy outdoor
marketplace in another country.
The playing throughout the
album is impressive but never
showy. The bass lines are often
hypnotic, the drumming is crisp
and the guitarist can rip. Arborescence is a refreshing album from a band I hope sticks
around a while. B+
Scott Hamrick
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~PPL~
by CINDY ELAVSKY
Staff writer

The community college has always been used as a place of
learning. The scripts usually consist of large ensemble casts to
. give everyone a chance to be in the play. Aside from a few standout performances, the actors are usually adequate in their roles.
Such is the case in the Valencia Character Company's production
of the musical The Apple Tree.
A compilation of three one-act plays (The Diary of Adam
and Eve, The Lady or the Tiger and Passionella), The Apple Tree
is narrated by John Parrot, who. acts as the link to each play.
_Chronicling the lives of the
biblical first man and woman, The
Diary of Adam and Eve exposes
us to the gentle humor and new
discoveries the couple share.
Adam, believably played by
Alan Bounville, is baffled by
his simultaneous detestment of
an attraction to this strange creature called woman. As the first
man having the first "woman
troubles," he is amusing and a delight to
watch.
As the first woman with "man
troubles," Nicole Lamay gives a wonderful performance. She's
strong, yet not overbearing; loving, yet not smothering. With a
more refined singing voice and assuredness of character, Lamay
occasionally overshadows her male co-star.
The La.dy or the Tiger is based on the popular parable of
crime and punishment. When Princess Barbara's true love, Captain Sanja, is arrested and must face a trial. The trial consists of
the prisoner choosing between two doors: door one- a hungry
tiger, door two- a yearning maiden. It is believed that if the
prisoner is innocent he will choose the lady; if he is guilty, door
number one. The princess knows the location of the tiger and
wrestles with the idea of her true love being 'killed or marrying
another. Which door will she tell him to choose?
Erin Searcy as the princess has commanding assertiveness
over her role, which is brought to life by her husky-voiced
singing. Chris Osborn's Captain Sanja is charming and amusing.
As the submissive lady-in-waiting, Charlie Armstrong is effective, as are the rest of the players.
The final play in three-act Apple Tree, Passionella, tells the
story of a chimney sweeper, named Ella. Her life consists of the
ordinary --going to work and watching television. Her dream,
however, is to become a movie star. On the day she is laid off from
her job, her TV explodes in front of her. Suddenly her Godmother
appears and grants Ella her wish. Ella transforms into Passioriella
·and fame and fortune soon take over.
As the title character, Emily Ball is delightful. As for the
passion behind Passionella ,the fairy tale has som~ quality special
effects thanks to technical director Michael Shugg.
Along with some noisy scene changes, The Apple Tree's
other problem is the inclusion of The Diary of Adam and Eve.
Compared with the tone of its two musically-extravagant partners, the down-to-earth Diary seems to be missing some apples.
You can take a bite off The Apple Tree through February 25
at the Valencia Community College East. For a more informative
brochure call 299-5000.
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Club Info

VALET PARKING POSITIONS
AVAfLABLE

Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
just interested in hanging around
with veterans having fun and
helping the community?
Join The Student Veteran
Association.
For info Call 823-2707

must have clean driving record
great personality & customer
service oriented
Call Guest services management
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
and up

UCF Dive Club-meting Thurs.
Feb.29 from 4-6 pm, in SC214.
Guest speaker from REEF, on
artificial/nat reefs, fish ID, data
collection. Pizza & Coke served.
Call 382-8007 for info.
Campus Action for Animals
meeting. Mon. Feb. 26
3:30-4:30 pm. Rm21 1 in S.C.
FCA Tonight , 7:00pm at Wayne
Densch. Free food & former NFL
player, Fred Marion.

Free Long Distance Phone
Service: No change in current
carrier while earning substantial
weekly income. Contact Gladys
at 380-3075

Roland Keyboard

sound module for sale
32 voice polyphony
MIDI, stereo, plus synth sound
card. Only $90.
Call Pete 273-6477

Mac computer expert wanted for
consulting/problem solving.
Must be very knowledgeable on
software, hardware. PIT flex.
hours. Steve 895-0800
4-5 days/25 hrs. week/flexible
hours. Altamonte Springs
location. Some heavy lifting.
Must have clean driving rerord .
and knowledge of area. Call Jeff
·· Greenwald @ 331-4404

We know that you're looking for
quality, professionalism and RJN.
Well, so are we.

Female roommate needed.
Town-house, washer/dryer.
$242.50 month
call Tracy @ 384-6669

All Practice MCAT books
available. ·Call Alex 695-8063 ·
SUrfboard, 6'3" 3-fins w/ leash
$75.00 Call 823-4244

On your mark, get set..
for the summer of your life!

Roommates

Three of the finest
coed facilities in
the Northeast seek
the very BEST:
general counselors,
athletic instructors,
waterfront arts &
crafts and more.

36-24-30 Weezy Jefferson
look-a-like wanted: 823-SUGR ·

Lazy, overweight slacker wanted,
must like Lush, Ride and stale
Lucky Charms. Couch and TV,
no washer or water. $17I week to
Top salaries, travel
cover various addictions.
. allowance, room/
board.
Call Jim at 658-2677
If you're fun respomible and
motivated, we'd like to meet
yOlL Call us by 3/4 for an onCaribbean Island Promotions
rampus interview.
Has a Bahamas Spring Break
TIMBER LAKF1fYLER IDLL
· Getaway for as little as $50q per ·
CAMPS
wk/person (407) 382-0877

800-828-CAMP

Do you like to have fun & want to
Baily's special limited program
learn about wellness? Join
for students and residents. Call
S.W.A.T. Student Advocate team.
Walter 297-.8400.
Every Wed. 3pm for more info call
'-------------------i ATTENTION ALL STUWellness center x5841
. CAMP COUNSELORS .·
DENTS!!! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS AV AfLTennis, Waterskiers, Riding,
AilLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
Theatre S~.
,_
PRIVATE FUNDING.
Sherwood Forest imed oc~: · 3f2 2/2 Camp Laurel- A private chiWren's QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. I
mv prop 657-1 967 1 800·929-4403 .. camp in Maine seeks experien,ced
800 AID-2-HELP (1800 243t~nnis players, skiers, English riders
2435)
and drama staff for summer camp
counselor positions. Must have
interest in living and working with
FUND-RAISER-Motivated
children. Interviewing on campus
groups needed to earn $SOO+
Local UCF Area (2) roomates
soon: Call 1-800-327-3509.
promoting AT&T, Discover, gas
wanted- New home- Male student
.and retail cards. Since 1969,
Prefer female students $245 mo.
CRUISE SHIPS IIlRINGwe've helped thousands of groups
+113 utilities 380-2045 ASAP
Earn up to $2,000+/month. World raise the money they need. Call
travel. Seasonal & full-time
Gina at (800) 592-2121 ext. 198.
positions. No exp. necessary. For
· Fr~ CD to qualified callers.
info. can 1-206-97'1-3550 ext.
C54184
Motivated, sales o_riented people
KCO In~. Typing $1.50
needed. Guest service positions
678-6735
available. Earn avg $15/hr; not
uncommon. I-Drive &
Kissimmee locations.
International Students. DV-1
Call 345-9007
Mac Performa 450 4 ram/25MH:zl Greencard Program available. 1120 bd & software w/mon. $650
800-660-7167
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
2000 baseball cards '72-'95 $50
our circulars. For info call 301Call Jason 382-2945
306-1207
Home typing service. Term
Rollerblades- Men's 10 $165.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
6- 407
papers,
reports, etc ... 774-4045
36 5
SASE to PO Box,774, Olathe, KS 1------------.....1...-------------'
66051

For Rent

Roommates

100 People Wanted: We pay you

Flo~:~~; i ~ j ~ ~J:~!~ with I.~.
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CA-SCADES

( . A Full Service Florist
-

"

p

-I0visits for $25.00 w/l.D.
across from UCF
273-54.19

HOW TO CHOOSE
A MAJOR

679-6787
15% Discount to
all students &

··-~

.h

E:{<:>1_,..:: R.• ~ : 0 ·"4

679-5144
Complete line ·
of Fresh: Silks,
....

" "=t:35

P :-?. 0 CK-'>"'

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRINGStudents rieeded! Entry-level &
career positions available world
wide. Call Resort Employment
Services (206)971-3600 ext
R54181

.· ... · •. •••• *

taOmania

,-\ c . . :; : \,\ : c

to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
380-2549

Plants,

STUDEN.T SPECIAL

•••

;>-'

~

V.

®All major Credit Cards excepted 'l*llola

Wire service to ALL parts of the country
75 years combined design experience
10069 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
wire service exludes discount
delive service exludes discount

Undecided Major?
Changing Major?
Learn the steps and essential
ingredients for choosing a major
from our academic advisors ....

o Programs Scheduled twice
weekly
o Next scheduled Programs:
February 26 12:00-l:OOpm
February 29 4:00-S :OOpm
Phillips Hall Room 206
o No sign-up or registration
required
Academic Development & Retention
Enrollment & Academic Service

To Get
Grab This• Opportunity
Datatlex •
8
certified • Y d Education Center
Your Novell Authortze

~1111~1l©
Seats Are Limited So Call TODAY!

800-989·5500 ext 7

I
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6355 Metro West Blvd., Suite
Orlando, Florida 32835

OTHER
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CALL
FOR COURSE
SCHEDULE
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The UCF baseball team shows resiliency in their high-scoring weekend Series
•

•
.,

from WINNING! page 12
lead with a wild pitch. The Knights
entered their half of the tenth one
run down. Moser started the innings with a walk, then Adam
Johnson doubled, advancing
Moser to third. King then promptly
doubled in both runners for a 1211 victory.
"I was happy to be up in that
situation," King said. "I had runners on second and third with no
outs. It was a no-lose situation."
In the nightcap, Steve
Golden took the mound for UCF
and got roughed up in the first. He
walked three batters and was

pounded for four quick runs and
an early 4-0 deficit. UCF
chipped away with single-run
innings in the second and third,
but left the bases loaded to end
the third.
Golden had settled down
until Torn Landry reached on
an error and Chris Webb
promptly homered to give USL
a commanding 6-2 lead after
just four and a half. UCF narrowed the gap to 6-5 on a
Cardenas two-run single that
scored King and Davis as well
as an Eric Johnson single that
plated Cardenas.
UCF took the lead for

good in the sixth as Todd
Bell horn's double to right
scored Adam Johnson from
second. On the throw home
from right, the ball went into
the dugout allowing King and
Bellhorn to score on the play
giving the Knights a 8-6 lead.
USL scored one in the seventh,
but UCF struck back with one
in the eighth to make it a 9-7
final.
Tim Riegert relieved
Golden and pitched 4.2 innings
allowing only three hits and
one run .
"These close games keep
building our confidence as a

team," King said. "We feel as
if we can win any game. We
could have been happy with the
first game, but we never gave
up in the second game and we
came back."
The Golden Knights must
now face cross-town rivals,
Rollins, on Wednesday in Winter Park before returning home
for a three game stand against Rider
College this weekend. If they do
happen to lose in any of these upcoming games it certainly won't be
for a lack of confidence.
"Give us another two weeks
and we're going to be clockwork,"
Ramirez said.
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1995-96ChampionshipToumey
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:MEN'S A
BASKETBALL
True Playaz def. Game Time
61-52

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

MEN'SB
BASKETBALL

SOE def. Team Providence
57-36

WOMEN'S B-BALL
SEMI-FINALS

Dead Presidents def. ZTA
59-6

Dead Presidents def. Sweet Tarts
57-38
The Bulls def. IIBO
23-19

PCAC def. Bus Drivers
67-62

Hilltoppers def. The Dogg Pound
64-51

Sweet Tarts def. AED
(Forfeit)

CHAMPIONSHIP GA:ME

CHAMPIONSHIP GA:ME

The Bulls def. Tri-Delts
40-11

True Playaz vs. PCAC
2119 Ct 1@ 9:00

SOE vs. Hilltoppers
2/190.1@ 8:00

IIBOdef. FCA

28-25

~HAMPIONSHIP

Dead Presidents vs. The Bulls
2/19 Ct. 1 @ 7:00
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i
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Golden Knights snatch 73-62 victory from
Stetson in final home game of seaSon
D UCF needs a win
against either FAU or
FIU to clinch a TAAC
tourney berth.
by TONY MEJIA
Staff writer
"It wasn't very pretty, but
I'm proud our guys found a way
to get the job done," a relieved
Kirk Speraw commented after
Saturday night's critical 73-62
victory over Stetson University.
Both teams came into the
basketball game with identical
records, tied with Florida International for the last three TAAC
tournament slots. In reality, it was
a do or die game for the Hatters
and the Knights. The jitters were
evident, as the teams combined
for47 turnovers in the 40 minutes
of play.
The final home game of the
season at the UCF Arena brought
out 1,304 spectators, some of
whom came out to see the Knights'
senior class for the last time. The
seniors didn't disappoint. With
Abel Herrera out due to his season-ending torn ACL, seniors
Howard Porter, Chris West and
Reid Ketteler carried the torch
mightily. Kettel er' splay was characteristic of his stay at UCF full of hustle and inspiring. Porter
was a force down low, corralling

l.

six rebounds, dishing out three
assists, blocking two shots and
adding three steals to his team
high 16 point scoring output. He
was instrumental in UCF' s game
clinching 11-2 run midway
through the second half.
"During the critical stage in
the ·second half, we got the ball to
our big guys and they delivered.
They showed real poise," Speraw
said.
The other big guy was West,
who looked tremendous in manhandling Stetson's smaller post
players. West hit 5-of-,6 shots, and
all four free throws he took in
tying career highs in points and
rebounds with 14 and 9, respectively.
"It's a good way to go out,
especially after all the tough times
I've went through this season,"
West reflected. "It would be a
dream to get into the NCAA tournament. That would certainly top
off my college career."
Stetson, who hosts the
TAAC tournament this year, is in
jeopardy of not even making it in.
The Hatters have lost five straight
games for the first time since '92'93.
More importantly, they remain in a tie with FIU for the final
two seeds in the tournament. The
teams square off in the final game
of the regular season on Saturday
in Miami. That could open the

door for Georgia State, who is
making a furious run to try to get
into the tourney. Currently, they
are just a half game behind the
Hatters and Panthers.
UCF, on the other hand, is
sitting pretty after this big win.
All it will take to assure their
presence in the tournament is a
Georgia State loss or ··a win in
either of their last two games
against FAU, the worst team in
the conference, and FIU, who is
facing a must win situation.
The Knights are currently
tied with Mercer for the fifth seed
in the tourney, but lose the tie
breaker to the Bears because of
their two point loss to Mercer on
January 18 at the UCF Arena. If
the season ended right now, UCF
would play Campbell in the T AAC
tourney ' s first round.
This is a huge week for the
Golden Knights, who will try to
build momentum going into the
tournament by playing well
against their opponents from down
south. A UCF-Campbell matchup
would be intriguing in that the
teams split the season series, with.
each team winning on the other's
home court.
UCF bombed the Camels
photo/HUllT
79-58 in Bouies Creek, SC on
February 3, while Campbell got UCF senior Chris West had another tremendous game
revenge on Jim Fitzpatrick's against the Stetson Hatters, tallying 14 points on 5-of-6
buzzer-beater in their 70-69 win shooting from the field. He also nailed all four free throws
and grabbed nine boards.
just one week later.

UCF continues to win after breaking into Baseball America1stop-25
by JASON SWANCEY
and TRAVIS BELL
Sports editor and staff writer
Staying in the national
rankings usually means playing a
soft schedule and simply maintaining that status with 20-run victories.
However, since UCF (9-1)
isn't as well-known as some other
national powers such as Georgia
Tech and North Carolina, the

<

·Golden Knights had to earn their
ranking by beating these teatns.
UCF' s 3-0record in the Olive
Garden Classic has now vaulted
them into both theBaseballAmerica
Poll (#24) and the Collegiate Baseball Poll (#25).
"Other teams get pumped to
comefaceusnowbecausewe'reranked
25th," saidUCFmiddle-relieverMarco
Ramirez. ''We're just as good as any
team in the country, hands down.
There's just lot of politics."

a

The Golden Knights, however, don't play a cakewalk schedule. UCF came into last weekend
undefeated, butleftwitha9-l mark.
Their opponent, Southwestern Louisiana, may have come into Orlando
as a relative unknown, but the small
school used UCF to earn respect just
as the Golden Knights had u~ed
Georgia Tech a week earlier. SW
Louisiana came in with a5-0record,
averaging 18 runs per game and
outscoring their opponents 93- 7.

)
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The Golden Knights celebrate their 9-1 record and national ranking after taking two out of
three games from a Southwestern Louisiana team that had outscored their opponents 93-7.

"Every time we scored they
scored, and every time they scored
we scored - it was a slug-fest all
weekend," Ramirez added.
The first game of the series
on Saturday afternoon brought
UCF their first loss of the season.
Both offenses took a bit to warmup, but did they ever. It was The
Ragin' Cajuns got on the board
first with two in the top of the
third, but UCF bounced back in
the bottom of the fifth with a deuce
of their own. UCF scored in every
inning after that, but the Cajuns
three-spot in the fifth
was just too much.
The Golden Knights
lost 8-7.
Game two in
the series was the
first game of a Sunday twin-bill. After
four hours and five
pitchers, UCF came
out with the 12-11
victory. They then
battled back from two four-run
deficits for a 9-7 win in the nightcap.
"The importance of winning
the double-header after our tough
loss was that the kids fought back,"
said UCF coach Jay Bergman.
''They never panicked in tough
situations. I've been in this business for 33 years and have never
been as proud as I am tonight with
these kids."
In the opener, the score was
tied or changed hands on seven
different occasions. UCF gained

an early 3-0 lead in the second
when Adam Johnson and Brad
King each had RBI singles. USL
struck back with three runs in the
fourth to tie the score at 3-3. UCF
then regained the lead 5-3 in the
fifth when Davis' double scored
King and Greg Pacitti followed
with a double scoring Davis from
second.
With UCF leading 6-4 in
the seventh, USL produced three
consecutive run-scoring singles to
take a 7-6 lead. However, UCF
bounced back with three runs of
their own in the
seventh. Pacitti
doubled in Davis
again to tie the
score at 7-7, then
Eric
Johnson
doubled in Pacitti.
With Esix Snead
pinch running for
Johnson, Andy
Moser singled him
in from second to
give UCF a 9-7 advantage.
Yet again, USL put three
more runs on the board in the
eighth to take another one run
lead, 10-9. The relentless Knights
tied the game at 10-10 in the ninth
when Cardenas slapped a single
into left, scoring Davis from third.
In the tenth, Matt
Lubozynski came in to pitch with
the bases loaded and gave up the
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